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FUN WITH MOM AND DAD

By Gaila Cohen Morrison
Illustrated by Rena Fruchter
“Mom! Dad!” said Jack.
“Let’s have fun!”

Jack’s Mom said:
“O.K. Let’s jump and hop!”
Jack is jumping.
Jack is hopping.

Mom is jumping.
Dad is hopping.

“Let’s have music!” said Jack.
Hopping is fun. Jumping is fun.
Music is more fun.

“Yes, music is more fun,”
said Jack’s Dad.
La-la-la-la-la-la-la-la!
Bom-bom-bom-bom!

Umpaah, umpaah, umpaah.
Ding, ding, ding, dong.

Hop on the bed!
Jump on the sofa!
Sing with the dog!
Run with the cat!
Fun with Mom,
fun with Dad.

Lots and lots of fun with Jack.